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The Mad Hatter® Pollution
Prevention Service is a costeffective, responsible and
convenient way of recycling
smaller quantities of lamp
waste while remaining
compliant with regulations.
DID YOU KNOW?

California and Massachusetts, have a regulation
requiring homeowners to recycle ALL fluorescent
lamps. This includes small Compact Fluorescent
Lamps (CFLs). Other states WILL follow.

Questions? call 866.476.7378

For specific recycle requirement in your state, go to:
http://newmoa.org/prevention/mercury/
lamprecycle/requirements.cfm#stateregs

941.358.1983 fax: 941.358.1916 toll free: 866.476.7378
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As a Nation we know that Mercury is a toxic metal that is
hazardous to both the environment and public health.
There are well over 500,000,000 spent lamps thrown into
the dumpster every year. Not only is this illegal but it also
causes more mercury contamination of the environment
than any other consumer product.
The Mad Hatter® Lamp recycling service is a cost-effective and responsible pollution
prevention service that is a simple to use box program, specifically designed to make
recycling of your spent lamps easy. The program ensures that smaller quantities of
spent fluorescent lamps are sent for recycling in accordance with federal, state and
local regulations.
• One price includes everything you need - saving you hundreds of dollars on your
recycling costs
• Convenience for smaller quantities of lamps - this program will save you money
• Ideal for facilities with storage limitations - no need to wait for large quantities of
lamps to build up
• Allows you to purchase recycling services based on your individual needs

A single 4’ fluorescent lamp has the potential to
contaminate a 20-acre lake, with its mercury content
beyond a safe level for drinking.

®
SPENT FLUORESCENT LAMP
RECYCLING IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3

1.FILL IT

2.SEAL IT

With one call to PestWest, the Mad Hatter box, designed specially for smaller
quantities of lamps, will be shipped to you to fill with spent lamps. This box comes
complete with a return shipping label and complete instructions. Once the lamps are
recycled a certificate of recycling will be mailed to you.
®

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

NET UNIT

PWE002 / 355-000002

(Medium box) 8.5" x 8.5" x 48" box holds 60-75 approx (based on T8/24")

Each

SHIPPING WEIGHT
3.5 Ib

PWE003 / 355-000003

(Large Box) 12" x 12" x 48" Large box holds 146 approx (based on T8/24")

Each

4 Ib

3.SEND IT

Mercury is an essential component of fluorescent lights including ‘Green Tip’ and
Compact Fluorescent (CFL) lamps - therefore all fluorescent lamps must be
managed correctly when they are removed from service.

941.358.1983 fax: 941.358.1916 toll free: 866.476.7378
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